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EDITORIAL
Dear friends!
It is a pleasure to present our ne wsletter
with the latest ne ws of our Net.
In this issue you will find Indian and
German tales heard in our Conference at
Padua, free resources, ne w examples of
best practices, interesting articles on the
Early Childhood Education, and more..

Dont forget to visit our website to get free
resources and to be updated about our
activities!
See you next issue!

Maria Flamarique
Netq6 Coordinator
www.netq6.eu
https://www.facebook.com/Netq6

WHAT IS NETQ6?
NetQ6 - Network for the Quality in Early Childhood Education from 0-6 years - is a
cooperative network participated by educative and training institutions in
Europe, aiming at comparing, analyzing and facing the socio challenges that
arise in the growth of early childhood 0-6 years, and lead their steps to find
solutions for the new realities and special needs found out in their education
systems.
NetQ6 partners are major institutions operating in pre-school, school and
vocational education and training and in distance learning education from Spain,
Turkey, Italy, Great Britain, Germany, Romania, Northern Ireland and Poland.
Each partner brings to the project its own knowledge and on-the-field
expertise, thus contributing to build a consistent and synergic database of the
best practices for such a delicate matter that today still lacks specific answers
and methodology.
NetQ6 is a project funded with support from the European Commission
Lifelong Learning Programme (517837-LLP-1-2011-1-ES-COMENIUS-CNW)

Tales from Padua – Germany/1
The third International Conference of the
European project NETQ6 took place in
Padua – Italy. We – the project partners from
the LEB Thüringen e.V. from Germany
http://www.th.leb.de/ participated with three
experts of early childhood and preschool
education of our region with whom we are
cooperating in the field of early childhood
education – Martina Pester, Carmen Rapp
and Kerstin Hartmann.

THEPRA – Federal association Thuringia
e.V. in the field of special support for
children with special needs
http://www.thepra.info/fr%C3%BChf
%C3%B6rderung/ .

Martina Pester and Carmen Rapp are
working at the youth welfare offices in Jena
http://www.jena.de/de/stadt_verwaltung/stad
tverwaltung/dezernat4/fd_jugend_bildung/ki
ndertagespflege/316209 and Eisenberg
http://www.saaleholzlandkreis.de/index.php?
id=117 and are responsible and coordinating
child-minding – consulting, qualification,
placement, quality assurance - in their local
environment. Kerstin Hartmann is working
for another educational organization

We and our expert were cordially received
by the project consortium.

From their participation at the conference
they expected to gain new suggestions and
approaches that they could use and
implement in their field of work to improve
the quality of their entire work.

We participated at the conference with our
expectations but also get involved into
discussions very interested and open minded.
Our experts followed and enjoyed the inputs
of the keynote speakers from 8 different
countries and were engaged into discussions
and professional exchange.

They enjoyed the feeling of being part of
such a network that advocates the
development of early childhood and
preschool education Europe-wide.
In our two workshops about education from
the point of view of children and the
conference of children we presented
altogether how we support the holistic
education of children between 0 and 6 years
in our region and our federal state Thuringia.
In the first workshop with the background of
the Thuringian educational concept for
children at the age of 0-10
http://www.thueringen.de/th2/tmbwk/bildun
g/bildungsplan/ , a legal regulation tool
which describes the claims of every child
upon the society as well as the pedagogy
form the point of view of children, we
introduced what pedagogy form the point of
view of children means.
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We explained and worked out with the other
participants how important it is that children
can organize their learning processes on their
own with the support of a pedagogue to
develop personal, social and objective skills
to become a self-responsible part of the
society.
In a second workshop we introduced the
conference of the children as an approach
used in kindergartens to support child focus
learning
http://www.kindergartenpaedagogik.de/215.h
tml . The main intention of the conference of
children is to include all children of group
from the first moment of identifying a topic
they want to work at until the moment of
representing their results to the group.
Together with the participants of the
workshops we discussed how the conference
of children can be implemented and which
role and tasks the pedagogue has to take.

We experienced very interested and open
minded groups of participants and lead very
inspiring discussions.
Furthermore we and our experts participated
at several workshops offered by other project
partners and guests of the conference.
Especially our experts gained new ideas and
approaches how to support the holistic
development of children to become selfesteem and self-efficient children as
introduced for example by the workshops of
the experts from Northern Ireland – “Begin
with children”, London – “Learning
Journals” or India – “Let’s make art one of
the 100 languages of children”.
We and first of all our experts used the
new ideas and practices they had heard of
and experienced immediately in Padua to
discuss and make plans about how they

can use and implement them in their direct
work and work environment.

SITES of EDUCATION
do you want to share a place or an event that is
concerned with education 0-6?
do you wish to tell us about your place of work or a
particular activity that you organized?
send us your contribution, we'll be glad to share it
with all the world!
http://www.netq6.eu/en/registro.php

GOOD PRACTICE

– Italy/1

School of Robotics
http://www.scuoladirobotica.it/
https://www.youtube.com/user/michelisdr
https://www.facebook.com/ScuoladiRobotica

School of Robotics is a non profit
organization founded in 2000 by a group of
robotic and humanities scholars. Has as its
purpose the promotion of culture through
activities of education, training, education
and dissemination of the arts and sciences
involved in the development of this new
science.
Since 2000, the School of Robotics has
become a reference point for many national
and international research and application in
the field of robotics & Company, in the
robotics in teaching and communication in
the field of robotics. Partner in several
European projects, School of Robotics in
2004 organized the First International

Symposium on Roboethics, which gave
impetus to this field of study.
School of Robotics is a member of Euron /
EUROP.

GOOD PRACTICE
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School of Robotics
Why Robotics
Robotics is changing the way we do science
and our view of ourselves.
Robotics chases actually one of the oldest
dreams of man. Since ancient times, when it
still did not have power sources capable of
moving machines and possessed limited
technical capabilities, the man imagined the
most complex machine exists: an imitation
of the human being himself. We find this
fantastic in Greek mythology: the ancient
texts that narrate animated statues, or
mechanical automata, were guarding the
labyrinth built by Daedalus, the first
engineer of the story.
Man has always built tools to increase their
power and decrease fatigue. This activity has
become one of the keys to economic
progress, thanks to the machines of the

industrial revolution of the nineteenth
century and the automatic machines of the
twentieth century. Today, advances in
information technology, communications
and new materials allow to equip machines
of much intelligence to make them
autonomous.
In the twenty-first century, humanity will
live with the first alien intelligence of its
history, the robot, with all the ethical and
social problems that will ensue.
Keep reading at:
http://netq6.eu

NETQ6 Resources!
E-Handbook:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/op5x2pihlih1waq/ehandbook.pdf?dl=0
Best practices, New Pedagogical Approaches, Comparative Analisys:
http://www.netq6.eu/es/recursos.php
See our videos:
https://www.youtube.com/user/netq6eu
Like our Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/Netq6
NetQ6 is a project funded with support from the European Commission
Lifelong Learning Programme (517837-LLP-1-2011-1-ES-COMENIUS-CNW)

New Pedagogical approaches

– Turkey/1

PRE-SCHOOL SOCIAL SKILLS SUPPORT POJECT(PSSSP)

http://tegm.meb.gov.tr/www/okul-oncesisosyal-beceri-destek-projesi/icerik/38
Prof. Dr. Esra ÖMEROĞLU
Gazi University, Faculty of Gazi
Education
Department,of Early Childhood
Education
ANKARA
Email: esra.omeroglu@gmail.com
It is found out that the participation in
pre-school education programs increase
students’ adaptation to social rules and
norms, provide readiness for primary
education, and decrease the rates of
repeating classes or dropping-out.
The purpose of this project is to support
the improvement of pre-school education
quality in order to bring up, through
innovative
education
strategies,

individuals who possess social skills fit
for the needs of their time, make good
relations with others, obey social rules
and
adapt
social
values,
take
responsibilities, and respect others’
rights.
Specific Aims of the Project
- Development and application of social
skills training programs for children 36 to
60 months and older to support formal
education programs.
Dissemination
and
ensuring
sustainability through development and
application of social skills based
educational training programs for preschool teachers.
In the first phase of Pre-school
Social Skills Support Program for
children 36 to 60 months and older, the

project team was created to be tasked
with achieving general and specific aims
of the project. The team consists of
teaching staff from Abant İzzet Baysal
University, Başkent University, Ankara
University Karabük University, and also
from Gazi University, the project
manager. The teaching staff are
specialized in the fields of Pre-school
teaching, Special Education for Early
Childhood, Child Development and
Education, Education Planning and
Education, Guidance and Counselling
(Behaviour Management), Educational
Measurement and Evaluation, Computer
and Instructional Technology. After
arranging a work space for the project
team, a field study was conducted on the
analysis of present written sources,
determination of the target group and
their participation in the project,
interviews with related organizations and
institutions, and cooperation.
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PRE-SCHOOL SOCIAL SKILLS SUPPORT POJECT(PSSSP)

For the project, methods and tools were
developed for evaluating the social skills
of children 36 to 60 months and older.
Measurement tools to be applied or
developed to reach this aim were
determined,
permissions
for
the
application of surveys were taken, and
validity and reliability studies for Turkey
were conducted.
The needs of children, teachers,
and parents were determined in relation
to pre-school social skills training. In this
respect, questionnaire forms for children,
teachers, and parents were developed
along with interview forms for studies on
focus group. In this process, five social
skills dimensions were defined by the
project group as a result of the performed
researches. Afterwards, study group was
formed, developed forms were applied,
the data were evaluated, and the results
of needs analysis were reported.

The preparation of Education
Program Draft was started after
completing needs analysis studies. Going
through the literature related to Social
Skills Training Program, activities were
planned based on children’s age,
individual differences, interests and
needs, and developmental

characteristics.
Additionally,
extra
attention was paid on activities which
were prepared for targeted aims and
gains to be appropriate for the general
structure of education environments in
Turkey.
Keep reading at:
http://netq6.eu/es/noticia.php?id=46

NETQ6 International Conferences
Click on the pics to see what and where
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By Swati Popat Vats, President of Podar Educational Network
My learnings from NETQ6 EARLY LEARNING
NETWORK a conference in Padua-Italy.
I was indeed honoured to be invited as the
keynote speaker at NETQ6 EARLY LEARNING
NETWORK in Padua, Italy. My topic for the
keynote was about our developmentally
appropriate ipad projects and how we listen to
children’s voices through their drawings by
documenting their thoughts and emotions at
Podar Jumbo Kids. The learning journey started
with the NETQ6 EARLY LEARNING NETWORK
conference in Padua University. It was organized
by Network For The Quality In Early Childhood
Education and had speakers from Italy, UK,
Poland, Turkey, Northern Ireland, Germany,
Spain, and Romania and of course from Jumbo
Kids, India. I must thank Mr. Stephano for a
wonderfully organized conference. The main
conference sections covered the following topics:
·
Developmental models in early education
for
learning
disabilities
http://littlesmilingminds.com (Italy)
·
In a Children’s Hospital like in School...
Let’s do Robotics! (Italy)

·

From 2 years old to children centers (UK)

·
Overcoming
(Northern Ireland)

Barriers

To

Learning

·
Verbal and communicational games with
using of Logodogo - from a word to a sentence,
from a letter to reading (Poland)

·
How to create materials for parents on the
basis of a flip teaching model (Spain)

·
Role of developmentally appropriate
technology in early years education (India)

·
Using free resources to create educational
games (Romania)

·
Pre-school Social Skills Support Project
(PSSSP) (Turkey)

I was impressed with the keynote by Professor
Daniela Lucangeli of Padua University on
Developmental Models in Early Education. The
session touched on brain research and Vygotsky,
both topics that interest me and are used in my

·
Overcoming Barriers to Learning at
Country/State level (Northern Ireland)
·
Pedagogy from the point of view of
children to assure successful learning from the
very first (Germany)
·
Practical applications of software and apps
from the Aragonese website of Augmentative
and Alternative Communication ARASAAC
·
Let’s make art one of the 100 languages of
children (India)
·

Creative Robotics (Italy)
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By Swati Popat Vats, President of Podar Educational Network
curriculum work. Some points that she brought
forth which are truly path breaking are about how
children have selective attention and a teacher’s
knowledge about this type of attention in children
can help create better learning environments.
She spoke about the amygdala and emotions
that accompany learning. So aptly put by her that
the emotion that should accompany learning
should be curiosity and not fear. She quoted Eric
Fisher on how rage and fear does not damage
learning and creativity but boredom does. And
my most important take away from her talk was
her philosophy of how the process of learning
should be- Outside, inside – Inside, insideInside, outside. Which simply means that
learning comes from outside to inside a human
being, then time needs to be given for that
learning to manifest, stimulate, sink in inside the
individual and from inside would come insights,
connections to the outside. And that is how
learning will come full circle. If teachers
understand this simple formula then they would
know how to ensure that their teaching style is
not all talk but talk-relate- and let the kids talk
about their point of view/connections.

The early years team from Northern Ireland had
a session on Begin with children- early years
media initiative for children. A pertinent point that
they are raising in their country; children’s
voices, are they heard in media? They have
developed fantastic videos and puppets that
teach children about inclusion and emotions.
These puppets help young children to
understand what it feels like to be excluded and
encourage them to respect and include others
who are different.
In Germany- there is no word called disability but
hindered and in Italy the word Ritardo means
delayed. Sensitivity to needs of all children was
visible in the work of all the speakers. The
ARASAAC program of pictograms to teach kids
language is a useful tool for autistic children.
The session on learning in children was
educative as I revisited the difference between
exploration and a guided tour. Most teachers
have a formal teaching style in which they do
everything and explain everything to children;
this distinction will help me groom teachers to
understand that subtle but important difference

between teacher centric and child led
classrooms. A simple mantra to teach teachersSupport on demand, not automatically.
Play way is such a loosely used term these days
and many teachers fail to understand play way is
Learning by playing as a fundamental part of the
beginning of educational processes. The
Learning process of children in a play way
philosophy is self-motivated, intrinsic and self
controlled. To consider and respect the point of
view of children as important to becoming an
active part of the learning process.
The Italian workshop on creative robotics was
indeed an eye opener about how learning of
math, science, language, and concepts can be
done with simple robotics with young children.
This was really amazing wherein kids learn to
make simple robots complete with circuit etc.
These circuit sets are available readymade from
Amazon but children age 4 and above learn to fix
them and use them to make different robots.
Concepts of animals, people who help us, are all
done with robotics.
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By Swati Popat Vats, President of Podar Educational Network
As I attended this workshop I thought about
Leonardo Da Vinci, a painter and inventor and
here in Italy I experienced Reggio Emilia and
Robotics, art expression and technology, both
used in developmentally appropriate methods.
Indeed this conference was ‘brain-fuel’ for me
and the learnings and inspirations I gained from
all the speakers will definitely find a place in our
work at Podar Jumbo Kids. Thank you Dr Podar
for supporting such global explorations and for
ensuring that we believe in the hundred
languages of children and never steal the ninety
nine.

http://swatipopatvatskiducation.b
logspot.it/
http://www.podarinstitute.com/
http://www.jumbokids.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/pj
klearningvideos

From NETQ6 to India
All memebers of NETQ6 warmly thank Mrs Swati Popat Vats for her
presence and speeches at our Conference. Both her main speech
and her workshop have been enlightening on how Passion, Values
and Knowledge can lead to great society transformation. We gladly
recommend everyone to read her blog, join her youtube channels
and visit her network of schools to have a glimpse of how awesome
can be melting arts and new technology into projects full of creativity
and respectful of children natural skills.

